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Bare Naked Islam
It isn't Islamophobia when they really ARE trying to kill you.
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Muslim outreach →

Horrific tales of abuse of migrant domestic
workers by Arab Muslim employers
Posted: April 10, 2011 | Author: barenakedislam | Filed under: Women | 32 Comments »

More than 3 million foreign nationals seek work as
domestics in the Arab world, many at their own peril.
al-Arabiya –Recorded incidents of physical abuse and even death are not unusual, especially in Saudi
Arabia where there are no laws governing the relationship between families and servants. Not only are they
physically, mentally, and sexually abused by their employers, they are often not paid for weeks, and asked
to do things covered in their employment contracts.

UAE: Ethiopian maid beaten, burned with boiling water, forced to perform sex acts
on camera.
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SAUDI ARABIA: Doctors have removed more than a dozen nails and a handful of
needles from a Sri Lankan maid who claims the couple she worked for hammered
them into her body.

SAUDI ARABIA: Indonesian maids scalded with boiling water, starved, sexually
abused and threatened with death. Indonesia’s answer? Give the maids mobile
phones (which Saudis confiscate as soon as they get there).

LEBANON: Abuse and violence by employers cause at least one domestic worker to
commit suicide every week.
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Share this:

SYRIA: Employer hit her with a hammer to break several ribs, distorted her face
and nails with sharp instruments, extinguished cigarette butts on her body, and
stabbed her with a knife.
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32 Comments on “Horrific tales of abuse of migrant domestic workers by Arab
Muslim employers”

1.  Istanbul_Chick says:
April 10, 2011 at 2:54 PM

Don’t forget, folks, this is not just kuranimal abuse of kaffr, many times these domestic servants are
fellow kuranimals.

This is pure, 100%, unexpected, ARAB racism in action.

A sick and failed ideology from a sick and failed culture. The ideology is influenced by the culture
and the culture is DEFINED by the ideology.

And this monstrous behaviour does not just go on behind the walls of that sick kingdom. It happens
right here in the U.S.A. Case in point: Aurora, Colorado a couple of those “best of people” were tried
and convicted of abusing (raping, beating and not paying an Indonesian maid and in Florida a fat
saudi princess was arrested for pushing her maid down a flight of stairs.

Let’s learn where they get this sense of superiority and right to abuse others:

(mein kuranmpf and I will quote the ayats before and after so the little kuranimals can’t comlain.
Here, allah, the douche is talking to imran AN ARAB PIECE OF SHIT)

3:109 “To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth. And to Allah will
[all] matters be returned.”

3:110 “You are the best nation produced [as an example](Picthall’s copy actually says “evovled”) for
mankind. You enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong and believe in Allah . If only the People
of the Scripture had believed, it would have been better for them. Among them are believers, but most
of them are defiantly disobedient.”

3:111 “They will not harm you except for [some] annoyance. And if they fight you, they will show
you their backs; then they will not be aided.”

3:112 “They have been put under humiliation [by Allah ] wherever they are overtaken, except for a
covenant from Allah and a rope from the Muslims. And they have drawn upon themselves anger from
Allah and have been put under destitution. That is because they disbelieved in the verses of Allah and
killed the prophets without right. That is because they disobeyed and [habitually] transgressed.”

Now you know where they get their inherent racism from: it’s allah ordained.

Yes, kids, read those qurans. I suggest looking for a pre 9/11 edition and a post 9/11 edition. If you
can read other languages pick up a copy in another language and read it and compare. My two copies
in Turkish are not as “kaffr friendly” as the two copies I have in English.

The differences will shock you and you can guess which “translations” the kuranimals read and hold
near and dear to their hearts.

2.  Moon God says:
April 10, 2011 at 2:54 PM

Arabs are complete shit. The women are often the worst abusers too and I’m sure that is explained
pretty easily under psych 101.

Please poor girls, if you do want to end it all for peace, on the way out take out as many of the filthy
family as you can.

3.  Black Infidel says:
April 10, 2011 at 3:31 PM

Muslims are really fucked up.

4.  300yrs in America says:
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April 10, 2011 at 3:40 PM

Muhanimal made peaceful arabs into murdering abusive animals.they care only how they feel others
are less than cattle worthy of nothing but disdain.this has been going on for decades.yet as the
previous commentators have noted this is holy and approved behaviour from the pure and true
religion of islam.is anybody else sick or have these attrocities become so common place weve become
numb to it?muhanimals are maddogs that need to be erradicated from the planet.

5.  Istanbul_Chick says:
April 10, 2011 at 3:52 PM

@300yrs

No, let’s not eradicate them. Let’s just confine all of them to the deserts of arabia and when they fail
to feed, clothe and shelter themselves and slip closer and closer to the 7th century because they no
longer have the innovation, invention and hard work of the kaffrs to parasitically feed off of we can
laugh and point at them taunting “you idiots brought this on yourselves.”

And we can use them, kind of like an anti-disneyland. They would be a living, breathing example of
WHY islam is a complete and utter failure.

6.  JO says:
April 10, 2011 at 4:12 PM

It must be horrible to feel nothing for another human being – what horrible wretches these people are.

7.  dawning says:
April 10, 2011 at 4:13 PM

Are there ANY ” human rights activists” on the planet anymore. Or are they all just over here in the
West monitering piles of p c stupidity

8.  barenakedislam says:
April 10, 2011 at 4:38 PM

Dawning, they’re all in Israel, condemning them.

9.  dawning says:
April 10, 2011 at 4:42 PM

I would sure like to see these women armed for the coming war… “Hell hath no furry like a woman
scorned”.

10.  Lorenzo Bouchard says:
April 10, 2011 at 5:03 PM

We welcome Women Warriors. Something has to be done with these genetic retards, produced by
thousands of years of Clan inbreeding.

Ban Islam for past and present War Crimes

Mohammed: The Con Man and False Prophet

As we are against terrorism in the world for the ultimate survival of our society, I’m offering
viewpoints to win the battle against Islam’s goal of world domination, which is stated in their
writings.

Mohammed and his sayings, found in the Koran, Hadiths, Sunnahs and Surahs, are the root of Muslim
terrorism.

With truth and reality, we must discredit the founder of Islam, his sayings and the belief system that
spawns this terrorism.

Let the world know that Mohammed, while in Medina, organized raids on camel trains hauling trade
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goods, and received twenty percent (20%) of the ill gotten loot. The spiritual mechanics of
functioning as a Prophet does not mix with being a thief and killing for wealth.

Let the world know that Mohammed betrothed a six year old (6) child, in her ninth year (9)
consummated their marriage sexually. He was in his fifties (50’s) at the time. The inner development
of a Prophet does not function with paedophilia. Mohammed was a paedophile. He claimed that Aisha
was his only wife that caused him to experience revelations while under the blanket with her.
Mohammed’s counsel to others and actions, legitimized paedophilia through Islam’s ideology. What
was the source of Mohammed’s revelations as a Paedophile? All this is stated in the Hadiths and
Surahs.

On returning to Medina after taking Mecca, he attacked one of the Jewish tribes, the Qurraysa. After
28 days of siege, the Jews capitulated. Mohammed immediately ignored the terms agreed upon as part
of their surrender. He ordered and watched as all males from puberty on were beheaded in a trench.
Their families were made to watch this slaughter of the male children and men. Some of the women
became hysterical while watching the beheading of their husbands and sons and were also beheaded.
During the slaughter, Mohammed spotted a beautiful Jewish girl and selected her for his sex slave.
Her name was Rayhannah. She had to watch while her mother and sister were raped. Her sister was
traded as a slave for arms which is stated in both the Hadiths and the Surahs. There were three tribal
groups of Jewish origin and belief in Medina at that time. Those that weren’t killed or sold into
slavery were forced out into the desert to die.
These atrocities are the actions of a demonic fiend not a Prophet.

Mohammed also encouraged and rewarded many assassinations in his lifetime. Murder is not an
activity of a Prophet.

The fantasy paradise that Mohammed developed to entice the itinerant, uneducated Arabs to Islam is a
personal bordello. This paradise in the hereafter shows a sexual fixation and addiction in the spirit of
Mohammed. This is not the development of a spiritual Prophet. This demonic personality is no doubt
the most successful con man ever. Mohammed has been more successful than Hitler and the Nazi
movement in longevity, size of his organization and hatred of the Jews.

Compare Mohammed to all former Prophets and founders of great religious movements, East and
West, and it easily shows us how debased he was. His organization was developed by tacking spiritual
words to robbery, killing, converting by the sword and terrorism with Fatwas which are all fiendish
acts. This activity by his followers is presently seen on television clips with kidnapped, innocent
people being beheaded in praise of Allah.

Last but not least, Allah was one of over two hundred and fifty (250) idols in the Ka’aba. After taking
Mecca, Mohammed destroyed all other tribal idols except for the Quraysh tribe’s idol and pronounced
Allah the one and only God.

I believe that, in warfare against terrorism, we must attack the heart and not just the tentacles of Islam
with truth. We must not let this perversion of religion spawn numberless adherents to Mohammed’s
words to expand their terrorism. We must confront terrorism head on.

When combating Evil remember: Appeasement is like feeding a steak to a tiger in the hope that it will
eventually become a vegetarian.

International Ban Islam petition:

http://www.petitiononline.com/MYSTIC/petition.html

Canada’s for debate in the House of Commons:

http://www.petitiononline.com/GUARDIAN/

Guardians of Democracy site:

http://mypage.direct.ca/l/lbouchar/

Unfortunately, Muslims in debate or negotiations are forced to LIE to preserve Islam’s integrity. This
noble Islamic activity is called “TAKIYA”.

11.  David says:
April 10, 2011 at 5:14 PM
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Thanks BNI for pointing out that moslem abuse is not fashionable. OIOC has seen to that. Anyone
heard of a complaint by the Sri Lankan government? Or any other government whose citizens are
involved for that matter? Still these same people advertise in the USA for domestics/nannys.

12.  annie says:
April 10, 2011 at 5:41 PM

YEah… every muslim not happy to live freely in the western world without special treatment of any
kind… deport all of them world wide to Saudi Arabia and build a gigantic steel fortress around it – let
them live among themselves, fend for themselves. So sick of OMG something is going to set them off
and offend their precious little sensibilities.

13.  GrouchyFogie says:
April 10, 2011 at 5:47 PM

Dawning, I firmly believe it will be the women of the world who take up arms against this so called
“religion”. I had a dream the other night, of a crowd of women in bikinis, surrounding a mosque,
armed with rifles at the ready, and pistols strapped to their hips. Every one of them had a haunch of
pork in their hands,, and they shot for the groins, and silenced the screams with the pork,,, no virgins,
and condemned to “hell”,,,
Seriously,,, it will be the will of the women, who have grown tired of their man-child dying for
what??? Women are not dumb, nor are they inherently stupid, as some would have one believe,,, and
this from an old grouchy fogie, the father of a wise young lady.

14.  GrouchyFogie says:
April 10, 2011 at 6:23 PM

Further,,, It isn’t gonna be pretty,,, but this will be in the streets and the homes,,, it has already been
started in the UK,,, it is always the seemingly helpless who are the victims,, soon, it will they will
realize that their mullahs and imams are the ones who will be targeted,,, not just the run-of-the-mill
muslim ( though they will not be forgotten, by any means~! )

15.  randy63ism says:
April 10, 2011 at 6:59 PM

I hardly know what to say. This is all such a nightmare for these poor women and their families. I am
hardly the squeemish type, but these videos really got to me, especially the last one. I had to step
outside for a bit. These people really are sub-human monsters. More horrific evil has come out of the
Arabian Peninsula over the last 1,400 years than anything ever commited by Hitler’s, or Stalin’s, or
anybody else’s mad regime. I would ask everybody to keep these videos in mind the next time one
encounters an empty-headed liberal and most certainly when face to face with muslims. Evil is not a
strong enough word to describe these demonic creatures from Hell.

16.  BT says:
April 10, 2011 at 7:41 PM

I wrote about the abuses daily when I lived in saudi. Slavery is alive and thriving in the middle east! It
is not just domestic workers, either. Also the construction crews, the gardeners, the street cleaners, the
gas station attendants. muslims believe that they are owed slaves. muslims have NO work ethic. If all
of the imported help stopped working in saudi, Dubai, Bahrain, Kuwait, et al, the countries would
come to a standstill and muslims would go back to riding camels [they treat their animals horribly!!!]
and living in tents.

I think we need to leave the middle east completely, bring our men and women there fighting home,
and let the muslims do themselves in!

17.  Cranky.white.woman says:
April 10, 2011 at 8:04 PM

Sickening how sadistic some people are. Just another day in normative Islam.

18.  barenakedislam says:
April 10, 2011 at 8:47 PM
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April 10, 2011 at 8:47 PM

GF, what a nice dream.

19.  barenakedislam says:
April 10, 2011 at 8:59 PM

Randy, I’m so used to seeing this stuff now, I don’t even cringe anymore.

20.  barenakedislam says:
April 10, 2011 at 9:04 PM

BT, the problem is they won’t stay over there. They have to come over here and make civilized
people miserable by their presence.

21.  randy63ism says:
April 10, 2011 at 9:51 PM

BNI: Re, comment to BT at 9:04 PM,Get all our people out of those countries, use the Neutron
method previously mentioned so we can go back for their oil, with the sole exception of Mecca.
Mecca needs to be reduced to a radiological wasteland for the next 10,000 years of more. Goodbye
Hajj! Vaporise the Ka’aba! Stab islam right in the heart, and rip out it’s dark soul! Israel must be
shielded if possible. If not, then back to the research and development room.

22.  barenakedislam says:
April 10, 2011 at 10:03 PM

Randy, you should run for President.

23.  randy63ism says:
April 10, 2011 at 11:43 PM

OMG BNI! Please don’t wish that upon me! I would much rather be the power behind the throne lol.

24.  barenakedislam says:
April 10, 2011 at 11:52 PM

Randy, that’s the problem, the people who should run hardly ever do.

25.  randy63ism says:
April 11, 2011 at 12:12 AM

BNI: So true, sigh.

26.  Ingrid Worldwide Alliance of Dogs/Pigs/Rats/Monkeys says:
April 12, 2011 at 4:06 PM

this breaks my heart, every time
its been going on for decades
under our ‘brave, strong leadership’
while we look the other way and say the perps – MUSLIMS – are ‘peaceful’, nice people just like
everyone else…

keep repeating that
keep repeating

follow the leader to hell

27.  Ingrid Worldwide Alliance of Dogs/Pigs/Rats/Monkeys says:
April 12, 2011 at 4:08 PM

We have lived under a succession of Hitler-like leaders, instead of shouting at us, they smile at us
and lie, repeatedly, habitually, hypnotically
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and we all believed their words

not any more We got the facts which Abraham Lincoln said were our only hope

28.  perceptor1 says:
April 12, 2011 at 6:56 PM

RAPE OF SLAVE GIRLS IS NORMATIVE ISLAM.

Arab RACIAL SUPREMACISTS believe slave girls are INFERIOR and rapable…by their boss…
ARABS!

Mo did it, so raping slave girls is ‘good’.

Welcome to entitlement! Welcome to the 7th century desert culture.

29.  Ingrid says:
April 13, 2011 at 12:20 PM

Yes, perceptor, rape of ANY girls is normal in Islam

Islam is the religion of most blatant Satanism

also rape of boys, Islam is of the Devil

Muslims, why do you stay quiet about this?

i haven’t watched this video, i cannot, i will not be able to go on
but i know this has been going on for as long as islam has been going on, and even the last decades of
our dear leaders of America telling us the lie that ‘Islam is a Peaceful Religion’
they knew this lie would achieve Satan’s goals

30.  Ingrid says:
April 13, 2011 at 12:24 PM

Muslims: We are angry at you for this.

If you rage out against our anger at your intolerable doctrines of murder, rape and destruction of us,

then

Why don’t you speak out against those doctrines, then we can all get along and have some wine and
party together over Kosher Barbequie? I know how to make Tajjine, lamb Moroccan way, Curry
Pakistani way, Kofta and shish-kebabs even as good as you can – and i don’t serve pork ever so your
meat would be kosher

Drop the Islam, ban the vile commandments which are inhuman and we will all be friends

And we can dance together too, in the Arabic fashion

31.  Ingrid says:
April 13, 2011 at 12:27 PM

And no one will be raped

And our children would have fun together, no bombs allowed

No hateful things would come out of little mouths towards Jews or Muslims or Christians or
Buddhists or Hindus

We will also have vegetarian cuisine, like my daughter needs, and Hindus and vegetarians can have
their smorgasbord of delights which are also kosher

We can dance in the Western style and everyone will have fun and the music will be good and the
moon will shine down on the party and the light of the moon will reflect on the river and the people
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will think they’ve gone to heaven already

Why can’t we all just get along

Say fuck you to the Devil

32.  dar el chimal says:
July 1, 2011 at 4:38 AM

interesting information, very helpful thank you
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